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*Bde Maka Ska artwork by artists Mona Smith, Sandy Spieler and Angela Two Stars honoring Maḣpiya Wicaṡṭa (Cloud Man) and Ḣeyata Ọtuŋwe 
(Village to the side), the Dakota leader and community that inhabited this area in the 1830s. 
Photo by Bruce Silcox 
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 Bde Maka Ska Public Art Project* 

Bde Maka Ska - Refectory and Gateway 
 
THE CHALLENGE – PLACE AND IDENTITY 
Names matter, they give people and places a sense of identity.  In 2018, Bde Maka Ska, meaning ‘Lake 
White Earth’ in Dakota language, was officially renamed in recognition of its cultural past.  Bde Maka Ska, 
the largest and deepest of the lakes within the Chain of Lakes Regional Park, has historically been a focal 
point of habitation and community for our region.  In the early nineteenth century a Dakota agricultural 
village known as ‘Ḣeyate Otuŋwe’ was established on the southeastern shore of the lake.  A new gathering 
place and public art commission on this southeastern shore now celebrates this old Dakota village.  
Overtime – and often within tragic circumstances – the lake area has become a bustling urban center and 
a key area for community development and recreation.   
 
In the 1930’s, an open-air pavilion and refectory was constructed on the northeast shore of the lake as a 
place for community enjoyment of the lakeshore amenity.  Before the proposed facility was built, it was 
met with objection. The project deemed unnecessary by nearby property owners and neighbors.  Today, 
this isthmus within the Chain of Lakes receives an estimated five million visitors per year.   
 
In 2019, an accidental fire resulted in the destruction of the much-beloved refectory building featuring its 
Lola on the Lake restaurant concession. As stated in a brief KSTP article Demolition of pavilion at Bde Maka 
Ska brings curtain down on building's long history, “That building has always been synonymous with the 
lake.” While necessitating demolition of the structure, the fire tragedy gives rise to new opportunity and 
new definition and meaning for this communal and recreational destination. Competitors are challenged 
to give thought to what might be the new identity for this site that may appropriately resonate with, if 
not eventually become synonymous with Bde Maka Ska. The prompt for this year’s Ralph Rapson Traveling 
Study Fellowship design challenge is a refectory and gateway at this site that reflects its past, 
acknowledges its present, and whose new identity will connect this place to its next life as endeared 
ground on the Bde Maka Ska shoreline. 

https://kstp.com/news/demolition-of-pavilion-at-bde-maka-ska-brings-curtain-down-buildings-long-history/5369411/
https://kstp.com/news/demolition-of-pavilion-at-bde-maka-ska-brings-curtain-down-buildings-long-history/5369411/
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THE PROGRAM – REFECTORY AND GATEWAY 
The 2020 Ralph Rapson Traveling Study Fellowship program asks you to design a year-round place of food 
preparation and sharing coupled with a regional destination for orienting its visitors to Bde Maka Ska, the 
Uptown area, and to serve as a celebratory entrance into the Chain of Lakes Regional Park. 

Programmatic Areas 
• Outdoor seating for 60
• Indoor seating for 60
• Kitchen and stores
• Office and meeting for six staff
• Restrooms (may be continuous with Refectory or designed by competitor as separate pavilion(s) 

as shown in master plan. No need to duplicate this program element)
• Screened building services (loading dock area)
• Orientation center (Interpretation area)
• Mechanical and utility areas
• Possible bicycle and scooter ‘doc’ (repair)

Exterior Areas 
• Improved access and circulation of all kinds
• Access to the waterfront that can be enjoyed by all
• Provisions for recreation, events and enterprises
• Pet areas
• Preservation of cultural and historic resources and inclusion of markers or public art
• Vegetation and natural elements to define and create a unique environment and place
• Restoration and protection of natural resources, the shoreline, upland vegetation and turf areas.

Note: The boat launches, Sailing School/Club, and related activities will be relocated to the North shore 
of the lake to lessen congestion. 

THE SITE 
The northeast edge of the Bde Maka Ska park area is at once a major entry point and a somewhat chaotic 
gateway into the Chain of Lakes Regional Park.  With its proximity to the Uptown district and its location 
at the intersection of West Lake Street and East Calhoun Parkway, the northeast shore of Bde Maka Ska 
is one of the two busiest activity hubs around the chain of lakes.  With cars coming and going to and from 
the western suburbs, and the constant movement of pedestrian and bicycle traffic that surrounds the 
shores linking from one lake to the next, the position of this busy site at the confluence of the parkway 
system and the urban grid affords a unique place to gather and enjoy great views of the both Bde Maka 
Ska and downtown Minneapolis. See the attached site location map and master plan focus area. 
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MASTER PLAN 
In April 2017, the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board issued the Minneapolis Chain of Lakes Regional 
Park: Bde Maka Ska - Harriet Master Plan - A 25-year Vision for Park Improvements.  The RRTSF 
competition site is addressed by the Master Plan Northeast Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska Focus Area.  Although 
the master plan focus area plan is not necessarily to be used as the governing design template, it is 
recommended that competitors review the master plan document, take the embodied wisdom of the 
public process and design thinking that informed the focus plan, and then respond to it in the competitor’s 
own design voice. 
 
View the full plan online**:   

Lake Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska-Harriet Master Plan 
**Note: there have been issues with access to this web address, so the master plan document is being appended to this competition brief via 
FTP download. Additionally, deeper web searches can lead to PDFs on a chapter-by-chapter basis. 

 
JUDGING CRITERIA 

• Response to program  
• The design as it relates to the site and larger contextual concerns 
• Degree of design skill and invention   
• Attention to craft and detail as commensurate with the length of the competition 
• Sustainable design concepts & conservation of resources 
• Adherence to the submission guidelines and requirements  
• Graphic skill 

 
DESIGN EXPRESSION  
The Ralph Rapson Traveling Study Fellowship Competition stresses the comprehensive quality of the 
overall design, character and development of the proposed architecture and its site in the unique and 
thoughtful voice that each competitor brings to the design challenge.  
 

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS  
No more than two (2) boards may be submitted.  Boards must be 20”x 30” in dimension and may not have 
a depth or thickness greater than 1/2” in dimension and should be relatively lightweight for easy display.  
A minimum of two perspectives is required as part of the presentation, including one overall project 
perspective.  Other perspective sketches are at the option of the competitor. No additional digital 
information, links to web sites, etc. are allowed.  In the tradition of the Ralph Rapson Traveling Study 
Fellowship Competition, hand drawing is always encouraged but is not mandatory. 
 
All boards must be labeled 2020 Ralph Rapson Traveling Study Fellowship. 

https://www.aia-mn.org/wp-content/uploads/Calhoun_Bde-Maka-Ska-Harriet-Master-Plan-April-2017.pdf
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                                         Google Maps satellite image of site.  
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Minneapolis Chain of Lakes Regional Park: Bde Maka Ska - Harriet Master Plan, A 25-year Vision for Park Improvements.  
NE Calhoun/Bde Maka Ska Focus Area, page 99. Full master plan document is appended to this competition brief.  
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